Monorail for Mecca

Next time a devout Muslim visit Mecca he or she may be taken around in a monorail. Saudi Arabia is planning a five billion dollar monorail network to transport millions of pilgrims around the Muslim holy sites during the annual hajj pilgrimage. Saudi Arabia, a desert kingdom had invented Islam and pilgrimage to make a living before the discovery oil, and it is like the christians discovering newer and newer fake evidence of Jesus life or the Hindus digging up old statues in remote villages to attract the tourist crowd to keep collect funds and attract tourists. The proposed monorail network will be of five lines linking Muzdalifah, Mina and Arafat.

About 2.4 million Muslims from all over the world flock to the holy sites during the hajj, to go around a conquered Hindu temple of Vikramaditya. There the Muslims perform rituals copied from Hindus by going around the Kaaba and even kissing the Sivalingam of Hindus. Initially the Muslims threw out 360 Hindu idols, damaged the Siva Lingam, but were too scared about the ill effects, and thus tied the broken Sivalingam together with silver wire and installed it back inside the Kaaba. Muslims being of low in intellect, believe all the stories put out to them by those nomadic Arab traders who cooked up the religion and never question the veracity or the background of their religion.

Muslim pilgrims travel to Muzdalifah to collect stones that are used in Mina as part of a ritual stoning of the devil. The hajj culminates on the holy mount of Arafat, where Prophet Mohammed delivered his final sermon 14 centuries ago in an event which symbolizes the Last Judgment. The hajj is one of the five pillars of Islam which all able-bodied Muslims must undertake once in a lifetime after settling all his dues. But Muslims in India accept the handout given by the government of India for their ticket fare, which violates their religious rules.
The very idea of subsidy for travel to Hajj, is a Hindu suggestion and the reason of this handout by the Hindu majority India is to degrade the very concept of Islam, as the forefathers of muslims in India were alien invaders who have invaded and destroyed India centuries back.